Asbjørn Ø. Eriksen:
Edvard Grieg’s Song Cycles Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord (Op. 44) and Elegiske
Digte (Op. 59). Attempt at a revaluation.
Edvard Grieg’s Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord [Reminiscenses from Mountain and Fjord]
Op. 44 set to texts by Holger Drachmann was written in 1886 – the same year as the
successful third album Lyric Pieces Op. 43 and the brilliant Third Violin Sonata. Elegiske
Digte [Elegiac Songs] Op. 59 – settings of six poems by John Paulsen – were realized in
1893/94, at the same time as the highly esteemed Krag Songs Op. 60. We may then
assume that Grieg wrote these songs in periods of creative inspiration. However, leading
Norwegian Grieg specialists Monrad Johansen, Finn Benestad and Dag Schjelderup-Ebbe
have regarded Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord and Elegiske Digte as two of the weakest
works by Grieg within the song genre. An opinion also shared, seemingly, by Beryl Foster
and Sandra Jarrett in their books on Grieg’s songs. Russian musicologists and Grieg
specialists have presented quite different views on these songs: Boris Asafev, Olga
Levasheva and Ruth Leytes regard Elegiske Digte as outstanding, and Asafev and Leytes
also praise Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord.
In my paper I shall point out some qualities in Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord and
Elegiske Digte which have escaped the attention of most critics, and discuss a few of the
songs more thoroughly. Moreover, I will suggest possible reasons for the striking
discrepancy between the Norwegian and Russian evaluation of these two works.
In the summer of 1886 Grieg and the Danish poet Holger Drachmann (1846-1908) made a
tour in Hardanger and the Jotunheimen mountains. Drachmann wrote poems, describing
the nature and people they met – more precisely beautiful women. Grieg’s Reiseminder
fra Fjeld og Fjord consists of settings of six of Drachmann’s poems. The four songs
devoted to women are framed by a prologue and epilogue, worshipping the beautiful and
majestic mountain nature. It is sometimes claimed that Haugtussa is Grieg’s only song
cycle in the sense that the succession of the poems constitute a narrative thread. However,
also Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord evokes narrativity, the text of the Prologue clearly
describing the beginning of the tour while the Epilogue bids farewell to the mountains.
Moreover, these two songs are musically connected, being written in recitative style and
concluding with the same striking modal cadenza. Although the four central songs are
purely lyrical utterances, creating no impression of passing time, these six songs are also
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united by another structural trait: The tonic is C in the first and last songs, E in no. 2 and 5,
and F in No. 3 and 4. In other words, the tonalities of the songs are arranged
symmetrically:
1. Prologue (modally coloured C major)
2. Johanne (E minor – E major)
3. Ragnhild (F major)
4. Ingebjørg (F minor – F major)
5. Ragna (E major)
6. Epilogue (modally coloured C major)

This feature has been pointed out by Russian musicologist Ruth Leytes, who probably was
the first to author an entire book on Grieg’s songs, published in 1967. All things
considered, Reiseminder fra Fjeld og Fjord has a thoroughly worked through overall
structure and must be regarded as a small song cycle. This lends the work a weight which
seems to have been overlooked by Western authors.
Drachmann’s poems are undoubtedly enthusiastic, but his metaphors appear
strange, sometimes even unintentionally comical to modern readers. I quote two extracts
from the poem “Ingebjørg”: “Your hand is callous’d Ingebjørg,/ from sun and wind burnt
red;/ it kneads the dough together/ and forms it into bread”. Descriptions of baking bread
appear somewhat inappropriate in an elevated homage to a beautiful woman. And here an
extract with an erotic subtext: “Your breast is domed, Ingebjørg,/ like the glacier’s high
snow,/ but no mountain-climber/ may the wonder behold”. Finn Benestad and Dag
Schjelderup-Ebbe assert that as a result of Drachmann’s weak poems “Grieg’s inspiration
completely failed” (1988: 273). But do good songs on the whole presuppose good poems?
I will soon return to this rather complex question. Nevertheless it should not be concealed
that most of these songs do not belong to Grieg’s strongest within the genre, whatever the
reason for their uneven quality. “Ragnhild” has a certain freshness, and “Ragna” contains
harmonic subtleties, especially in the concluding bars. But generally the melodic
inventiveness appears to be weak and hardly striking.
However, the Prologue has many attractive and original features, as pointed out by
the Russian authors as well as by Beryl Foster. In fact, the composer himself regarded it as
one of his best songs, according to a letter to Henry Finck (July 17, 1900). The song is
written in a varied strophic form, the setting of the third stanza of the poem being almost
identical with the first. See Ex. 1, pp. 3-6. The recitative style of the voice part calls to
mind “Spillemenn”, the first of the Ibsen songs Op. 25. In Grieg’s setting of the first
stanza the prolonged dominant harmony of the piano part effectively supports the poem’s
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Ex. 1. “Prologue”, Op. 44 No. 1
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“Prologue” (cont.)
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“Prologue” (cont.)
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“Prologue” (cont.)
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description of trembling anticipation. However, the climactic D7 chord in bar 15
unexpectedly resolves into a minor subdominant in the next bar, a kind of “deceptive”
cadenza effectively postponing the establishment of the tonic. The setting of the second
stanza in bar 19-34 is rather unusual in Grieg. The harmony consists almost exclusively of
sustained major and minor triads without strong functional affinity, somewhat reminiscent
of certain passages in Wagner, e.g. in the prelude to Lohengrin. In this way Grieg
succeeds in giving the music a majestic and hymnic character, in accordance with the
poem’s Romantic worship of the divine nature. The piano postlude with its distinctive
modal cadenza has a similar character (Ex. 1, last three bars).
Boris Asafev characterizes the Prologue as one of the elevated passages among
Grieg’s songs (1992: 41). On the other hand, in his influental Grieg biography from the
1930s David Monrad Johansen is deeply disappointed with this song: “Here we might
have expected a series of nature impressions”, [...] we are put off instead with Italian opera
style and false Wagnerian pathos” (Monrad Johansen 1938: 277).
I will now go on to discuss the Elegiske Digte, Op. 59. Among Norwegian musicologists
these settings of six poems by John Paulsen have hardly fared better than Reiseminder fra
Fjeld og Fjord. Monrad Johansen asserts that Elegiske Digte Op. 59 and the Paulsen
settings Op. 58 “are among Grieg’s weakest, which is not to be wondered at when one
reads the generally unimportant, often utterly flat verses which could not possibly engage
the deeper powers of Grieg” (ibid. 318). Half a century later Benestad and SchjelderupEbbe wrote: “Unfortunately, the Five Songs, Opus 58, and Six Elegiac Songs Opus 59 –
both with texts by John Paulsen – are among his weakest. It is surprising that these banal
rhymes, which are almost totally devoid of artistic feeling, could give him such
enthusiasm for work” (Benestad and Schjelderup-Ebbe 1988: 323).
These authors seem to assign to the music the task of heightening the effect of the
poem. The poem is considered the leading element of the song, and the music has a kind
of mimetic function. This is a widespread view. However, alternative views have been
proposed regarding the relation between text and music. Susanne Langer asserts: “When
words and music come together in song, music swallows words; not only mere words and
literal sentences, but even literary word-structures, poetry. […] When a composer puts a
poem to music, he annihilates the poem and makes a song” (Langer 1953: 152-53). For
Langer, then, the quality of the poem has no decisive importance. Edward Cone
emphasises that any reading of a poem is an interpretation: “[…] a composer cannot ‘set’ a
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poem directly, for in this sense there is no such thing as ‘the poem’: what he uses is one
reading of the poem – that is to say, a specific performance, for even a silent reading is a
kind of performance. He must consider all aspects of the poem that are not realizable in
this performance as irrelevant” (Cone 1974: 19). I think Cone’s considerations are relevant
when discussing Grieg’s Paulsen songs Op. 59. Differently from in Reiseminder fra Fjeld
og fjord Grieg here chose his poems freely: from Paulsen’s extensive book of poems Nye
melodier [New Melodies] Grieg picked six, labeling them Elegiske Digte. Why did he
choose exactly these six poems? They all deal with sorrow – the sorrow of life’s
transitoriness, the sorrow of parting. In his personal reading of the poems Grieg seems to
focus on just these aspects, apparently ignoring the mediocre quality of the poems. When
he was writing these songs Grieg had recently turned 50. Russian musicologist Olga
Levasheva suggests an autobiographical element in the work, namely that Grieg’s
selection of poems reflected his feelings of approaching old age (Levasheva 1962: 63334).
According to Asafev Elegiske Digte is “a very important work, filled with deep,
concentrated emotion and humanity” (Asafev 1992: 73, my translation), while Levasheva
states that all the songs “make a strong impression with their consistent intention, their
unified character and their psycological depth” (Levasheva 1962: 634, my translation).
Levasheva stresses the work’s coherent quality. And Elegiske Digte is indeed a small song
cycle. Grieg has organized the poems in such a way that their content forms an arch,
resembling the structure of Haugtussa:
1. “Når jeg vil dø” [Autumn Farewell]
2. “ På Norges nøgne fjelde” [The Pine Three]
3. “Til Én”: “Du er den unge vår ...” [To Her: You are eternal spring ...]
4. “Til Én”: “Hvorfor svømmer dit øie ...” [To Her: O my love, why the teardrops ...]
5. “Farvel” [Farewell]
6. “Nu hviler du” [Your Eyes Are Closed forever]

The first and last poems deal with death, the second and fifth utilize images of nature as
metaphors for longing, and the two central poems are more intimate love poems.
Moreover, the piano part of the first and last songs differs somewhat from the others by
being dominated by pianistically idiomatic arpeggio figurations, while the piano parts of
the remaining songs are less fluent. See Ex. 2, p. 9.
The third and fifth songs of the cycle are especially impressive, with convincing
compression and laconism. In “Farvel”, which is the only one of the songs written in a
simple strophic form, the swan flying away seems to symbolize the loss of the beloved.
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Ex. 2. “Når jeg vil dø”, Op. 59 No. 1, b. 1-20
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See Ex. 3, p. 11. In the first eight bars Grieg captures the purity of the swan by a
pronounced diatonic melody and harmony. When the text describes the departure – “Med
den fløj drømmevrimlen, ‘Elskte, farvel!’ ” – the music is darkening, but only gradually:
The half diminished seventh chord in bar 9, which in its structure is identical to the Tristan
chord, is the first sign of the change. In bars 10-15 the musical texture moves downwards,
and Grieg introduces Wagnerian chromatic harmony in the piano part. In the light of the
subject matter of the poem this is fitting. As Grieg mostly avoids chords that are strongly
dissonant, we nevertheless do not experience a marked stylistic break with bars 1 to 8. The
clearly most dissonant chord is found in bar 15: a dominant ninth chord in A major with
minor ninth and minor thirteenth as an appoggiatura – the culmination of the emotional
intensification. In the piano postlude Grieg postpones the establishment of the tonic in A
major by inserting a series of modal turns, which in the context of 19th century majorminor tonality may also be interpreted as chromatic alterations. The ascending figure in
bars 16 to 17, which very likely is intended as a representation of the swan vanishing out
of sight, contains the note g, the mixolydian seventh. In the late nineteenth century the
lowered seventh was sometimes included in musical representations of nature, most likely
because it corresponds to the seventh tone of the overtone series. Furthermore, bars 17 to
18 suggests A aeolian, and the song concludes with a similar cadenza in bars 18 to 19 to
which the b flat adds a phrygian colour. Here the tonic, of course, has a picardy third.
Grieg discreetly utilizes a multitude of stylistic means in this song.
In my paper I have cited Norwegian and Russian musicologists, who evaluate these songs
quite differently. The discrepancy within the evaluation seems to originate in different
views on the following aspects: 1) The texts. Norwegian authors assert that it was
impossible for Grieg to be inspired by Drachmann’s and Paulsen’s weak poems. The
Russians scarcely discuss the quality of the poems at all; instead they focus on the
character of the music in relation to the overall message of the texts. 2) The cyclic
character. The Russian authors seem to be more attentive to the cyclic element in these
two works than the Norwegians. 3) The musical style. Monrad Johansen seems to regret
the Central European influence in both these song cycles, and especially the influence of
Wagner. Generally speaking, Monrad Johansen’s opinions are ideologically coloured in
the sense that he consistently favours works by Grieg that expose a so-called Norwegian
tone. “The Norwegian tone” is difficult to find in these two works. Benestad and
Schjelderup-Ebbe find the Paulsen songs “stylistically vacillating” (1988: 323). The three
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Ex. 3. “Farvel”, Op. 59 No. 5
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Russian authors, on the other hand, seem to regard the stylistic diversity of the songs more
as a means to enhance the musical expression.
As you may have deduced from my discussion, I first and foremost agree with the
Russians. However, I do not esteem these two opuses equally. As a whole, Rejseminder
fra fjeld og fjord is not a very attractive work, in spite of the interesting cyclic design and
the original first song. It will probably only infrequently be performed also in the future.
However, Elegiske Digte obviously deserves to be heard more often. Based on his
personal reading of Paulsen’s poems Grieg has created a consistent work with several
beautiful and impressive details.
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